dimension : fold

Students choose
one or two of their
more versatile forms
and consider how
it may change over
time and space, from
one unique state to
another unique state.
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The folded unit
becomes a building
block for creating
a superstructure.
The student devises
a system whereby
multiples of the unit
can be combined and
connected together.

This project continues the study of composition.
The focus is now three-dimensional systems
of organization and space making, which
builds upon the first semester’s focus on two
dimensions. Students begin with a simple
material: paper. They develop a library of
paper models through folding, scoring, cutting,
perforating, splitting, and twisting.

The scale and agility of
the superstructure is
developed further by
adding surface form,
which can be one of the
most challenging and
rewarding aspects of
the project.
Students: Tatianna Byrne, Erin Charlton, Vittoria Dinizio,
Caitlyn Gui, Megan Herbert, Justin Hong, Gahyun Lim.
Instructor: Susan Campbell. Coordinator: Roderick Grant.

typology : analysis

Final Compositions
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Firstname Lastname
Assignment Name

The elements that make up a magazine’s editorial
voice are identified, analyzed, and reconfigured
into engaging collages or compositions. The
static compositions are then moved across
into timeline-based media, where pacing and
behaviour(s) animate the voice.

> Dropcaps
> Splashes
> Captions

Students perform a typological analysis on a
magazine: this involves taking the magazine
apart and digging into the way in which it is
organized, who is saying what and to whom,
how much of one kind of content there is versus
another, it is an exhaustive process of looking.

Firstname Lastname
Assignment Name

Composition 3
At this stage, I selected dropcaps and captions with splashes, which is one
of the most common parts of the magazine, and I made them into motion.

Firstname Lastname
Assignment Name

6

Gahyun Lim
Analysis

> Dropcaps
> Splashes
> Captions

Students: Becca Arseneault, Erin Charlton, Justin Hong,
Elin Lee, Gahyun Lim. Instructor: Susan Campbell.
Coordinator: Roderick Grant.
At this stage, I selected dropcaps and captions with splashes, which is one
of the most common parts of the magazine, and I made them into motion.
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Project 2
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Stage 2
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Stage 3

Stage 3

Fold to 3D
Creating Form

Sequence
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+ Reflect 2
Stage 4

Visual Tool:
Typography

project 1; fold

Students review their visual and verbal
outcomes from the first two projects of the
semester. The material is then organized and
assembled into themes or a chapter sequence
for a book. When building the page spreads
that make up the book’s content, students
explore a range of paste-up exercises, which
can involve a combination of handmade and/or
digital techniques.

Analysis

Design Process 2

Process Book
Assignment 1:2

Unite composition
Elin Lee
3169745

Split Composition

Motion composition
(limited scene)

+ Reflect 2
Stage 4

Motion compostion
(emphasis)

stage 2_ sequence

project 1; fold

This composition is
shown comparison of
two style of propensity, which are political issue in the
biggest part and the
art and music story
in the magazine.
Therefore, I attached images in
different ways.
stage 2_ sequence

Some of the contents of the book
are about normal
people and famous
people’s life story. However, this
story also has some
political colour.
I think we’ve got
a good overview of
the stories that
deserve
people’s
attention at that
time. Another feature of this book
is
that
unlike
other magazines, advertisements are not
seen much. However,
in this
regard, adEvery one gets a
chance to voice
vertisements
are
out their opinions on what
like or dis- as
also they
seen
conlike about the
work. From the
tradictory.
In the
feedback, I have
more of a finite
direction and
magazine’s
reguwhat i should or
not do
lar should
and
special
to improve the
work and take it
level.
font,to the nextdifferent
typefaces and colourful
advertisements
drew
18.
attention and were
also
good
for
another
marketing
strategy.

When making the book,
students don’t need to
concern themselves with
what “good” design
looks like. The project
develops their ability
to communicate how
design becomes a lived
process, and resists
being reduced into a
convenient series of
steps.

After the first iteration
of the idea, the work
is presented to the
class for constructive
criticism.

4.

final composition

chapter.

two

-Heavy text
-illustration
In the second stage,
to select one of
-PoliticsI have
Issue
the several models
I have created to show
-Break time(Space)
that the model shifts
from one unique form to
another. It focuses on
how this model’s shape
changes and changes
in each phase.
If possible, I should
show the scene of the
forms making
a smooth transition.
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Magazines are re- gave the same imsponsible for the p r e s s i o n . I l l u s t
means of conveying rations in illustrainformation.
The tions mostly represent
New York Times, in similar colours from
this magazine, most magazine covers,
of the stories and making them less
illustrations that strange. A magazine
This project 1 needs to be considcontain heavy text cover is a picture of
ered communication with the structure
style. Unlike other what happened during
of the unit and 2D visual form. This
National Geograph- the period or of the
project is developed paper models through
ics, there is no period of the issue.
folding, scoring, cutting, twisting. For the
space to take pic- Therefore, political
last stage, the variety of skills should
tures on one page. and cultural elements
be related to the letterform. First, before
The overall column is are best represented
illustrating the visual form, Alphabet, ‘E,’
divided into three in the cover page.
in a 2D floor plan, I drew a rough draft in
parts. The charac- This means that the
folded 3D structure. Then, we found out
teristics of the contents of the magwhere each stroke of E located in 2D.
column were divided azine are equally
Once I viewed at the structure of the
in large quanti- political Critique.
unit I created, the visual and
formculis
ties to find easier tural, similar to
drawn on top of the three-dimensional
reading and less psy- magazine covers.
shape of the stair type. The bent part in
chological burden.
the stair shape, which is toward the outside
Moreover, in count- The first 5-6 pages
and inside, is represented as a visual
less texts, the space contain the contents
shape in which the letters are visible
for a short break is of art systems such
from the typeface perspective. From
26 top to
filled with small, as music and art.
bottom, from bottom
to top and from left to
1
7. It means culturcute line illustraright, the letter itself
gave a maintained
tions. This Illus- al
communication
visual form. Also, the shape
of the letter
tration was mostly is also important.
and the arrangement of the unit, not just
black and white. And the rest of the
the essence of the letter, created another
For a more accurate pages are based on
negative space. It introduced another
comparison, I pur- political stories.
visual form of this superstructure with
chased and compared
another pattern of repeatability due to the
the previous series
negative and positive space. In addition,
of the magazine with
different types of structures were created
the latest one,but
from different angles in photographs,
the
illustration

2.

Project 1
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Final Image of superstructure
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- Division Bar
-Satrical Illustration
-Without Colour illustration
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-Dropcaps
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Observation
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publication : observe

14

Reflect 3

13

Reflect 2

The illustration
is also the seondest
important in this
magazine to rest
audience’s eyes and
to being understood
what the story about.
Therefore, I considered the negative
and positive spaces
in illustration. And
rounded shape of
the images.
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Students: Erin Charlton, resulting in different visual forms.
Caitlyn Gui, Justin Hong,
Elin Lee, Gahyun Lim,
Whak Nyong.
Instructor: Susan Campbell.
Coordinator: Roderick Grant.

Process.

The most distinguishable
principles discovered
in Thrasher involve
movement contrasting
structure, proportions

Throughout the magazine,
there is extremely rigid
body text, which is often
constrasted by colorful
headlines of various sizes

The book prompts a
process of discursive
writing and reflection,
which can be one of
the most difficult and
rewarding challanges
in the project.
Students become
confident discussing
their own questions,
hunches, findings, and
realizations, as well as
critiquing their own
work.

Process.

